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Minutes of 6.4.2011 meeting re recent planting of non-native trees at the Lakeside 
 

held at the Lakeside Café, Boggart Hole Clough, north Manchester. 
 

Boggart Hole Clough (BHC), which contains Ancient Semi-Natural Woodland (ASNW),  

became a Municipal Park in 1894 and a Local Nature Reserve (LNR) in 2008. 
 

Boggart Hole Clough Community Action Trust (BHCCAT), founded in 2000, works in partnership with, 

among others, Manchester City Council (MCC), the landowner of BHC. 
 

1.   Present: Christine Saunders (BHCCAT Member), Joan Kavanagh (BHCCAT Chair), Joe Walsh (MCC    

      Arboricultural Officer), Peter Milner (BHCCAT Secretary), Sarah Gorman (BHCCAT Member), Stephen    

      Hamilton (BHCCAT Member), William Eastwood (MCC North Area Parks Assistant Manager). 
 

2.   Camcorder placed openly on table records meeting – no objections raised. Text in “quotation marks” below   

      quoted verbatim from transcript of this recording. Thanks to Stephen for operating camcorder & writing   

      transcript.      
 

3.   Background to this meeting. After MCC planted 20 non-native trees at the Lakeside, 16
th

 & 17
th

 February  

      2011, BHCCAT requested a meeting to discuss the matter. 
 

4.   Relevant documents (which can be seen on our website) including those referenced in these Minutes: 

4.1 BHC Biodiversity Management Plan, Ecology Services UK Ltd, 29.6.2007. 

4.2 Manchester Poplars replacement planting proposals, BHCCAT, 8.1.2008. 

4.3 Lakeside flora proposals, BHCCAT, 9.2.2011. 

4.4 Minutes of 11.2.2011 meeting re Lakeside flora proposals, BHCCAT, 19.2.2011. 

4.5 Recent planting of non-native trees spoils Ancient Woodland, BHCCAT, 28.2.2011. 
 

5.   Sarah: “…in the meeting [11.2.2011] that Joan and Peter had [with MCC] they were told that they [the non-  

      native trees] were not going to be planted there [at the Lakeside] and then [5 days later] they were.”   

      Joe: “I’ve got to hold my hands up on that…”   

      William: “…No, they were always earmarked for that area…” This is inconsistent with what William said    

      at the 11.2.2011 meeting - see Minutes (4.4 above), item 9. 
 

6.   Christine asks why, when English Oaks wouldn’t be found in a Japanese native woodland, are Japanese   

      trees planted in BHC ? Seven of the 20 non-native trees planted were Japanese Flowering Cherry trees. 

      Sarah: “Isn’t planting Japanese trees a little bit pointless ?...”  

      Joe: “…I fancy the Cherries because I like them and they’re pretty… they’re a dead loss for biodiversity but    

      they’re not going to harm biodiversity…” 

      This contradicts the Biodiversity Management Plan (see 4.1.above), page 14: ‘High proportion of non-   

      native species in some areas as a result of past planting schemes has led to a reduction in value of the   

      semi-natural woodland habitat…’ 

      Peter says that surely responsibility of Arboricultural Officer to improve the biodiversity of the ASNW as   

      specified in the Biodiversity Management Plan (see 4.1.above). 

      Joe: “…I think we’ll have to agree to differ…”  
 

7.   Joan says that by planting suitable native trees “we would have kept… true to the ancient forest…”  

      Peter asks why the Biodiversity Management Plan (see 4.1.above), which repeats several times that non-   

      native trees should not be planted, has been ignored ? 

      Joe: “…what they are talking about [in the Biodiversity Management Plan – 4.1 above] is the Sycamore and   

      the Rhododendron Ponticum, they’re not talking about ornamental species…” 

      Peter: “They’re talking about ‘the introduction of non-native or locally uncharacteristic species’” -   

      quoted from Biodiversity Management Plan (4.1 above), page 8.  
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8.   William: “…one of the main initial aims is to develop this as an ornamental area and getting further   

      attractions whether it be with colour, with flowering trees or not, for the Lakeside area…” 

      BHCCAT may support these proposals for the Lakeside if they accord with the Biodiversity Management  

      Plan (see 4.1 above) i.e. if suitable native species are proposed thereby strengthening rather than weakening   

      the adjoining ASNW. BHCCAT proposes planting native trees which naturally grow at watersides to   

      maximize biodiversity / wildlife interest at the Lakeside, appropriate for an LNR (see 4.3 above). 

 

9.   Biodiversity Management Plan (see 4.1 above):   

      Appendix IX - Biodiversity Opportunities map   

      detail distributed (right) shows area (middle of   

      map) between the Lake & the Avenue where the  

      non-native trees were planted.  

      It recommends Increase natural characteristics of   

      woodlands i.e. for example plant native flora rather    

      than non-native flora. 

 

      Map (right) published courtesy MCC. 

 

10. The MCC Officers are asked how they could plant   

      non-native trees at the Lakeside ? 

      Joe: “It isn’t an Ancient Woodland site…” 

      However, the Inventory map distributed (right)   

      shows that the area between the Lake & the  

      Avenue where the non-native trees were planted is  

      ASNW & land immediately adjoining ASNW. 

 

      Map (right) adapted from MAGIC (Multi-Agency   

      Geographic Information for the Countryside) web-  

      based Ancient Woodland Inventory (Provisional)   

      map, downloaded 4.4.2011, courtesy of Defra,   

      Ordnance Survey & Natural England. 

 

 
 

11. It is pointed out again that planting non-native trees within & bordering the ASNW exacerbates its    

      ‘unfavourable condition’ as it is described in the Biodiversity Management Plan (see 4.1 above), page 16. 

      Joe: “I can’t understand why you think it’s so important.”  

      Peter reads from document 4.2 above: “English Nature’s 2002 Position statement on environmentally   

      sustainable forestry and woodland management states ‘We emphasize the importance of ancient semi-  

      natural woods because they support particularly rich communities of animals, plants and fungi… Ancient   

      semi-natural woods are irreplaceable and must be protected and managed so as to maintain & enhance   

      their special character… New woodland of native trees and shrubs should be created next to ancient woods   

      to increase their size…’”   

 

12. Conclusion. BHCCAT Members in attendance considered that MCC failed at the meeting to justify   

      planting non-native trees incongruously in an area within & adjoining ASNW at BHC. We hope that MCC   

      will agree to replace these non-native trees with suitable native species to help restore the woodland to a   

      favourable condition. 
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